Patients’ light preferences in hospital wards: related to light atmosphere in Danish homes
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Abstract

When designing Danish hospitals in the future, patients, staff and guests are in focus and it is especially important to design an environment with knowledge of users sensory and functionally needs. Likewise, focus should be on how hospital wards can support patients’ experiences or maybe even how it can have a positive influence on the recovery process. The present paper introduces the human perspective and the Danish cultural approach in illuminating homes and how it can contribute to innovative lighting design at hospitals. The importance of having a holistic approach to lighting design is introduced based on the theory by Gernot Böhmes i.e. “concept of atmosphere” dealing with the effect of experiencing atmosphere. The aim of this study for design of a lighting concept for wards is to get qualified information on patients light preferences for light atmosphere by studying the everyday use of light in homes.

This explorative study displays the preferred light atmosphere in Danish homes in the age group of 60–85 years old people. With an anthropologically approach to the subject using semi structured interviews, the goal is to explore preferences for light atmosphere when the user are in the control of the light and get inspiration on how they create a private sphere. The purpose is also through this analyse to display cultural trends of illuminating homes, therefore, the paper will introduce the design lighting concept for wards based on different everyday situation activities from a hospital ward.
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1 Introduction

Design parameters for creating a pleasurable light atmosphere in hospital wards are a complex field to study. Researchers have investigated the topic and display some of the important factors in Evidence Based Design (Ulrich and Zimring [1]), Healing Architecture (Frandsen et al. [2] and Dalke et al. [3]) elaborated on the field by studying the importance of colour and light in hospital design. The users of hospital wards are diverse and they have all special needs and preferences for light depending on their activity and purpose of using the ward.

Foqué et al. [4] point out that light is an important factor in experiencing ward atmosphere. The philosopher Böhme [5] presents the concept of atmosphere and highlights the bodily presence in the evaluation of atmosphere as important. Madsen [6] studies the effect of light zones, Millet [7] claims that light reveals architecture and Malnar and Vodvarka [8] present light as one of the important factors in sensory design. All in all, the environmental factors, the ward atmosphere, and light must support the staff’s working conditions, the patient’s private atmosphere and the visitors’ experiences of being guests (Jørgensen et al. [9], Knez and Enmarker [10], Mc Clughan et al. [11], Stidsen et al. [12]).

Studying theoretical instructions for lighting design (Leslie and Conway [13], Loe and Rowlands [14], Cuttle [15], Bean [16]) it is interesting to study how the light is integrated in an architectural context. A practical study of e.g. Frank Lloyd Wright (Heinz [17]) presents a holistic approach to architectural experiences including lighting design. But there seem to be a gap between the theoretical information of Gernot Böhmes and best practice of lighting design, which does not account for the cultural differences as well as the geographical difference preferences of artificial light. The cultural issue is important for the experience of a space and our hypothesis is that artificial light is used by the way we experiencing daylight (Bille and Sørensen [18], Stidsen et al. [19]).

These diverse needs and preferences require different light scenarios at the ward and it seems to be incompatible issues regarding lighting design. By rethinking ward lighting and by creating activity based light scenarios, the different user of the ward should be able to achieve a pleasurable light atmosphere. In the process of rethinking lighting design for hospital wards, parallel studies have been made. These studies display lighting problems of existing wards and are collecting inspiration from comparative places to the ward.

The aim of this study is to collect information of light preferences and light atmosphere in private settings and to clarify how light is used in Danish homes and use it as inspiration to lighting design for patient zones in hospital wards. Therefore, this paper presents a Danish approach to illuminate our private sphere and display some of the cultural issues important for using artificial light in a Danish design context. Lastly, we present a proposal for how the gained information can be translated to a lighting concept for hospital wards.
2 Methods

Present Evidence Based Design is an important agenda and in addition Malkin et al. [20] has produced a visual guide of the important design issues presented in an American hospital context. The research through design and the knowledge of design professionalism can contribute to the existing knowledge with innovation because the designers have the ability to turn everything upside down and rethink, refine and combine existing knowledge in new innovative ways.

To find interesting results in a Danish design context and to explore new approaches in lighting design in hospital wards, we prefer using qualitative methods rather than more scientific approaches. Seeberg [21] describes the difference in the subject field to distinguish between the stable versus the reflexive object. Regarding the reflective objects, it is appropriate to use methods where the understanding of the contextual and constructed is embedded in the method. Qualitative methods are thus particularly suited for scientific studies dealing with strength and depth in exploring new ways of looking at themes. In this context, anthropological methods are particularly interesting with the emic approach to the study. As Hastrup [22] writes: “The empirical claim implies that anthropology deals with (specific, known and named) people’s actions and the perception of their own lives and activities (...)

The approach of using Anthropological methods focuses on the informant’s own world and experience. Therefore, the method is interesting in connection to user-centred design. Here is the opportunity to examine the user group’s preferences for light, their way of illuminate in their private sphere.

2.1 Framework for the interview guide

To establish the framework of the interview and to form a usable interview guide, we studied different approaches in experiencing wards and the daily life at a hospital. Beyond the theoretical and practical design studies, we interviewed 2 nurses at Odense University Hospital, Department of Orthopedically surgery (hereafter O3) to clarify their needs for light and their understanding of patient comfort.

Inspired by Bohme’s ideas of bodily presence in experiencing atmosphere and in order to understand the patient’s experience of a hospitalization, we were allowed to observe the daily rhythm at the ward seen from the bedside for one day and night. That way we were having a bodily experience of the situation of being hospitalized. The purpose was to collect information gained through inter-subjective discussions and studies of everyday situations for patients. This is not to say that we have the knowledge of what it is like being a patient and what patients’ needs are, but the study contributes with important and interesting issues, which are specified in the interviews guide.

Through this study, we also found some critical issues about the existing illumination of the ward and got new ideas of improvements. To clarify the staff’s needs and preferences for light, Thuesen [23] studied the workflow at the ward and the effect of zoning the ward in staff area, patient area and visitor area.
By interviewing and observing the staff and having a personal experience of everyday activities at a hospital ward, we made the framework of the interview. Through the interview process, the informants added important viewpoints to the categories and they refined and elaborated concepts as “Dining”, “Watching TV”, “Going to bed”, “Sedentary Activities” as reading, knitting, sewing, solving crossword, “Upstanding Activities” as walking, playing music instruments, cooking, etc. and at last “Communication/social interaction” as having guests, having conversations with staff etc.

2.2 Semi structured interviews

The typical method for an anthropological study is to conduct fieldwork and participant observation combined with formal and informal interviews. The observation of participants has primarily the object as common area, and in this study we have chosen the theme of lighting. Simultaneously, the group we want to study (patients and potential patients) is not a naturally cohesive group. “The community” is formed on a common experience through the admission; however, it is short and usually crucial for the patient’s identity. Hence, we have chosen semi-structured interviews as the main method for this study. A method that is ideal for what Rubow [24] calls “multi-site field work”

It is a challenge to work in a multi-sited field as the informants’ homes. Many people have trouble describing their own perception of light; maybe it is because light is primarily phenomenon that we relate intuitively and experientially to. Therefore, we have combined our interviews with a visual approach to fieldwork using photo albums Winther [25]. Both album and interview guide focuses on keeping the interview concretely and descriptively. As Kvale [26] writes: The interview itself should be the main issues of descriptive character “What happened and how did it happen? How did you feel then? What was your experience?”

2.3 Photo documentation

The specificity of this study is verbalizing something that very few have articulated. There is a tendency to see illumination in our daily life as something that relates to an instinctive non-reflective level. As Böhme claims, we just note whether we like being in a space, or if it is “nice”, “cosy” or “safe”, but we rarely get to behave in a more conscious way.

The generation of knowledge in qualitative methodology is an interaction between informant and researcher. This means that there may be a bias in interactions when the researcher appears as an expert in the area that the informant has previously reflected upon tacitly rather than explicitly. In such a case, the researcher may have a disproportionately large influence on the informant’s statements. To minimize this effect, we have chosen to let the informants start working alone by giving them a disposable camera and a few instructions. We wanted to get as close a description of their everyday use of light as possible. Therefore, the method was given the following form: Firstly, the informants took pictures of their use of light in everyday life. Then we
developed pictures and made a photo album. Afterwards we interviewed informants in their homes and used the photo album as structure for the interview. Lastly, we transcripted and analysed the interview.

Deductively we asked specifically into selected categories during the interview. The categories were chosen over known activities taking place at a hospital, but as reflected in every situation in homes. The categories were as follows: “Dining”, “Watch TV”, “Go to bed”, “Sedentary Activities” as reading, knitting, sewing, solving crossword mm, “Upstanding Activities” as walking, playing music instruments, cooking, etc., and the last category were “Communication/social interaction” as having guests etc.

To optimize the method of the study, we undertook a pilot study. This was primarily to ensure that the participant’s tasks of working alone were easy to understand and to test the idea of structuring the interview over albums. We wanted to be sure of the participant’s feeling on top of the interview and experts of their way of using light.

2.4 Selection of informants

Basically the goal was to select informants among patients at O3. By choosing informants from the department, we wanted to interview the patients at home before the admission and later during hospitalization. We wanted to achieve a random selection of informants, the possibility of having a re-interview and be able to get informants themselves to match their daily use of light with their experiences of ward lighting. Therefore, we started out trying to recruit participants at the Joint Care meetings at O3 two to three weeks before the operation. Here the nurses helped us distributing project information and the coming patients were supposed to convene the project. This method did not succeed. Maybe because patients had too many concerns about the coming operation or maybe it was too scary to share pictures of the private sphere with strangers.

Consequently, we changed the recruitment approach and found it comparable to find participants from a reference group similar to the group of patients at the hospital. We distributed a mail with project information to 44 persons in our network and asked them being ambassadors for the project and help us finding informant in the age group of 60–85 years old. This method succeeded and we got 12 informants, 8 couples and 4 singles in the age of 61–86 years old. Geographically located in five different cities in Jutland, Denmark both from the countryside and from the centre of the main capital of Jutland.

Now the method using proposed re-interview was not applicable for this study. Patient relation to ward lighting was no longer a central question in the interview, but some informants told voluntarily about experiences from hospitals. It was often related to questions about good or bad experiences of light outside the home, or in their questions to the goal of the study. This information is included in this study.

Data were collected during the period ultimo November 2010 to beginning of January 2011. That time of the year where the Danes have a lighting tradition using candle lights and having Christmas décor in their homes. This season is not
representative for our light preferences through the year, but the seasonally changes in using light is mentioned in all interviews. The group of informants ranging from those who have a special interest in light and have chosen their house because of its location and daylight distribution, to informants who have not noticed the light as important for their living.

2.5 Field work and validity

Wadel [27] claims that Fieldwork as participation observation entails at least three types of challenges and skills the field worker must possess. Firstly, the ability to obtain access to the participators observations and the other skill is to be able to possess a repertoire of roles in the progress of fieldwork. Thirdly, it is important to be “a sociologist on oneself”. In this way, Wadel initiates his reflections on the anthropologist’s task of fieldwork in own culture. The field worker’s challenge is to find a role that can provide access to a field. The role must simultaneously make it possible to collect data, where communication can take place in culturally accepted and understandable terms. The researcher should not insist on just being a scientist.

Caused temporal and access reasons in the study, we chose not to work with prolonged participant observation. However, this dilemma was considered. In connection with the recruitment of informers, it was important that they understood in which context the data would be used. Therefore, the participants have been aware that it is a research project and the interviewer’s role as a researcher. The generation we are working with in this study is typically informants with a lot of respect for authority and knowledge holders. Wadel suggests that it could be beneficial for the field worker to take the role as apprentice or trainee because it is a known role in many contexts. In this study, it has not been possible for us to establish such a relationship in the interview situation. Instead we have, as described, sought to minimize the influence on the informants’ first reflections of illumination through photo documentation.

Simultaneously, it was important for us to be “a sociologist on oneself” in the interview situation where the interviewer was often met with great respect. Informants were concerned about whether they had taken the right pictures, whether they were good enough and whether they knew anything about lighting. Because the interviewer also possessed “the researcher role”, we spent time before the interview appreciating the informant’s work and worked on a more equal relationship in the interview. It was an advantage for the interview situation that it took place in informants’ homes. This meant that the interviewer simultaneously got the role as a guest and it gave the hosts the possibility to define rules for interaction.

One of the major advantages of photo-documentation method was that the photo album created a natural and familiar situation. An interview may sound unfamiliar and promoted as something of “experts”. To show visitors pictures is another matter. It is a familiar situation, making it easier for informants to relax in the interaction. At the same time the pictures helped to keep the interview practical and user-oriented. In that way we prevented the problem that Bernard [28] describes as finding good informants who are experts on the questions. He
claims that an important question for ethnography is the following: “Are a few informants really capable of providing adequate information about a culture?” And his answer is that it depends on two things: choosing good informants and asking them things they know about.

When informants were sitting with their own pictures in their own house, it was obvious that they were experts in their own lives and they felt able to talk about the illumination. The disadvantage of this method was that it might have contributed to filter out some informants because the user group may have felt it prohibitively and confusing even to take pictures. In 4 cases, the informants agreed to participate but they needed help to take the pictures. Through the process, the informers chose to be interview individual or together with their partner.

A great advantage of the anthropological methods using fieldwork is that the participant observation complements the conversations and interviews. It is a so-called method triangulation (Selmer [29]). In other words, the study illustrates both the informants’ conceptions of themselves and their practices. Not using prolonged participant observation, the approach using photo albums as interview guide and visiting the participant’s homes has the function of method triangulation. The fact that the interview took place in the home gave the interviewer the opportunity to compare the pictures with the reality and have an experience about the type of environment for the illumination.

3 Analyse: light preferences in Danish homes

The collected data were transcribed in real time method, where the transcripter writes along the tape that is running nonstop. The data was sorted by the previously mentioned categories and analysed. Information included in this analysis is, as well as the earlier presented studies, background for a proposal of lighting concept in hospital wards. The gained knowledge of collected information is going to be translated to a concept for lighting hospital wards.

3.1 Dining

The activity of having dinner can be divided into two different situations. The everyday dinner at home for residents was eaten in the kitchen or maybe in the same form in the dining room. At weekends, the dinner experience should be different, so if they had a dining room or a living room with a dining table the meal was served there. Almost all informants, across aesthetic choices of interior design and placement of dining table, chose an illumination where a pendant would be hanging down over the table creating a light zone containing table and chairs. The pendant hanging over the table was often flexible and could be moved up or down and from side to side. Another situation was if they had guests for dinner. Then the informants turn on more light in the room. Many illuminated the table with candlelight or maybe a dimmed light in the pendant. To compliment the desired atmosphere, most of the informants preferred having a light zone at the other end of the room emphasizing the character of the room.
3.2 Watching TV

When it comes to the activity of watching TV, the light atmosphere was very important. The most important thing to avoid in the illumination was light reflections on the TV screen. Therefore, most of the luminaires were located beside or behind the TV or somewhere away from the observer location.

3.3 Going to bed

In general, the lighting design of bedrooms was not a focus area for the informants. Many were apologizing for the illumination of this room; and it seemed to be illuminated by chance arranged with the “left over” luminaires. The analysis showed that the activity of “going to bed” or “having a rest” could be split into two different categories i.e. those who are reading lying in the bed and those who do not read in bed.

Most of the informants had a ceiling mounted luminaire placed centrally in their bedroom. The luminaires were usually “switched on” when entering the room, and then “switched off” as soon as possible when they had turned on the bedside lamps. The informants who read sitting or lying in the bed knew exactly how the light should be distributed from above the head and how to avoid conflicts between couples if only one was enjoying the reading from bedside.

In some cases, the informants had trouble seeing the contents of the closet and desired to have direct light placed there.

3.4 Sedentary activities

Analysing the sedentary activity as reading, knitting, sewing, solving crossword etc. produce several interesting answers of light preferences. The informants were focused on the subject and had a pronounced opinion about the light atmosphere for this activity. The usability of the lamps was important and many informants had floor lamps or lamps mounted to the wall right above and behind the chair or sofa to create the perfect light. Almost all informants were in this situation using a primary luminaire for visual task lighting and then secondary luminaires for light in the peripheral vision creating light atmosphere. Almost all of the participants were conscious about the fact that they need more light now than when they were young.

3.5 Upstanding activities

When it comes to upstanding activities such as walking in the hallway, using the bathroom or cooking, it seems to be important to have a general illumination supported by specific task lighting if necessary.

The general light preferences for standing activities were to have a uniform light distribution so every part of a room appears bright and an illumination coming from the ceiling supported with specific task lighting right where it is needed. For work related light, it seems to be important to see the space around you in a uniform way. If the space is used as a walking area as in a hallway or
when entering the bedroom, the light should just distribute enough light to see where you are walking, and prevent accidents.

3.6 Communication / social interaction (having guests, conversations)

The situations where the informants are having social interactions as having guests in their home, they presented their homes in the best light. They turned on almost every luminaire in the “guest area” as a gesture of welcoming visitors. Almost every informant mentioned that they light more candles and that they illuminate their living room with many luminaires, so the room is filled with a warm light atmosphere and myriads of light zones. The luminaires were mostly located near the walls in varying heights often supplemented by luminaires highlighting the tables. All luminaires were placed so they emphasized the room appearance in different light settings. When the communication was in connection to work situation it was different. Then the informers preferred a more uniform light atmosphere. One informant, working in a workshop for capacity weak people, had a problem using pendants and having dark areas in a classroom because it could prevent contact with users. She preferred a light distribution with fluorescent light tubes. Here she felt a good connection with the workshop users, and pointed out that it was very necessary to have good light.

This analysis of the everyday use of light in Danish homes among people in the age group of 60–85 years old established a clear picture of this user group’s preference for everyday illumination. The interviews contributed with new subjects important to the informants.

“Daylight” was important for almost everyone and they were generally conscious about location and orientation of the house in relation to the sun. Many mentioned also the importance of getting enough light at wintertime. The number of “Light zones” and luminaires in the room were also an issue in the illumination of their homes. We counted up to 14 luminaires in a living room and it was important that the light could be varied and flexible of use. The “Placement of luminaires” seemed to be near the walls illuminating the corners and creating a dark zone in the middle of the room. The consumption of “Candle lights” is enormous and it seemed to be synonymous with the Danish saying “hygge” (translated to “cosiness”) in Danish homes. The informant had an impression of “hospitals environment” being cool and too white, and it was mentioned that at night the light was often disturbing the sleep. Many of the informants claimed that the illumination of southern Europe housing was unsympathetic and unpleasant. They were not able to find it comfortable or cosy to be in a light atmosphere using fluorescent light tube or light bulb mounted to the centre of the ceiling in a room where they were suppose to relax and feel at home. Lastly, they all had a favourite place in their living room. They had different ways of creating a private sphere around the place or ways of illuminating the area, but they all had there “own” place where they liked to relax.

The explorative study contributed with new approaches for the lighting design of hospital wards. As we experience lighting in hospital wards today, it seems to be a lighting concept having a uniform light distribution supplemented by a
private illumination at bedside. The patient can control this private luminaire as well as it is used as specific task lighting by the staff. The uniform light distribution is suitable for general task lighting for the staff. This lighting concept is typically for illumination public area and there is a huge difference to familiar illumination of the private sphere. The Danish homes we generally prefer many luminaires, and a varied light distribution and intensity. The flexibility as well as the control of the light is important factors in feeling a pleasurable light atmosphere and the light is used as a gesture welcoming guests.

It is not possible to illuminate a ward with candlelight, but the opportunity illuminate a room in a flexible way placing luminaires around the ward seem to have a positive impact on experiencing a pleasurable light atmosphere for the different users. When it comes to creating the perfect light setting when reading or watching TV, the illumination and light atmosphere should please the patients comfort and prevent light reflections in the TV screen. Dividing the ward in user zones as well as vertical grid locates the luminaires near the walls. In a horizontal grid in three zones, “High”, “middle” and “low” most of the luminaires are placed in the middle zone. The light distributions are modulated into the room through lampshades supplied with downlights/spots distributed to the place where it is needed. The luminaires can be divided into “primary luminaire” or “secondary luminaire”. The purpose of the “Primary luminaires” is to distribute light for visual tasks as reading, solving crosswords, or as the pendant hanging over the table so we can see what we are eating. “Secondary luminaires” have the purpose of creating atmosphere. It can be small luminaires in the other part room illuminating in a way that it defines the architectural space; it can be candlelight’s in the windows or shelf light etc.

4 Conclusions

As mentioned the purpose of this study collecting data from the private sphere is to get information and inspiration for the development of ward lighting for patients at Odense University Hospital, Department of orthopedically surgery (O3). The explorative study contributed with information on familiar light experiences and it innovate the process of creating a private sphere with pleasurable light atmosphere at the ward.

The information from the interviews supported our hypothesis of having a Danish light culture using several luminaires in our environment, and thus various light zones and different types of light distributions in our private sphere. With the aim of creating an innovative design and having the focus on designing a pleasurable light atmosphere in hospital wards, it seem to both useful and successful to study the every day use of light for diverse activities in private homes.

Therefore, we recommend a lighting design containing the possibility to change light according to user needs and user preferences focused on everyday activities at the ward. The concept of illuminating should contain several luminaires located around the ward and mostly near the walls in the vertical plan and in the middle zone of the horizontal plan. If the recommendations of light...
distribution are complied, the patients should have the opportunity to achieve a pleasant light atmosphere at the ward.

The lighting concept is going to be installed and tested at OUH department O3. The evaluation will be on the patient’s needs and preferences for light and their experiences of light atmosphere. The concept of ward lighting and practically examples will be presented at the conference Light 2011.
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